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Research questions and theoretical starting points

 Main question: What are the systemic prerequisites and dynamics of the 

emergence of an energy ecosystem in building in Finland?

 Building energy system is seen here as a complex multi-dimensional and 

multi-actor socio-technical system

 Hypothetical idea that multi-level perspective (e.g. Geels & Schot 2007; Geels

2013) and ecosystem approach (e.g. Moore 1993; 1996) may complement each 

other in the analysis of emerging building energy ecosystems

 Why? Multi-level perspective can be criticized not paying enough attention to 

actors and their mutual dependencies in innovation activity. On the other hand, 

business and innovation ecosystem approaches pay less attention to systemic 

(system level) dynamics. 
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Research questions and theoretical starting points

The ecosystem concept:

 Value creation through a network of actors that 

are inter-dependent (e.g.Adner & Kapoor, 2010; 

Autio & Thomas, 2013; Valkokari, 2015). 

 Multilevel and multi-actor perspectives of value 

creation distinguish ecosystems from traditional 

value chains (e.g. Ben Letaifa, 2014). 

 Ecosystem is characterized by co-evolution 

(Valkokari, 2016)

The MLP concept:

 Breakthrough of new innovations relies on 

growing network of actors and their mutual 

support (Roep et al., 2003; Grin et al., 2004; 

Bos and Grin, 2008). 

 Socio-technological changes  are 

characterized e.g. by system variation and 

selection & symbiosis of old and new 

technologies (evolution)

 Interaction between regime actors and niche 

activities is needed for successful 

innovations

However, a number of similarities can be found: Actors, their interaction, evolutionary

perspective… In essence: Does ecosystem concept describe niche 

developments?

Is something still missing: Perhaps MLP focuses too much on niche development

dynamics (multifarious roles of actors and dependencies in various system dimensions are

less visible) and ES too much on mere interaction between actors (social context is seen

more or less only as a supportive or non-supportive element in ecosystem building)? 
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 We suggest that new emerging formations, which are not “system-wide” or 

singular “niches”, can be called  business and innovation “ecosystems” in the 

systemic context described by MLP:  Ecosystems may represent new dynamic 

structures of a system and connections between system actors as regime is under 

transformation

Emerging ecosystem

structures & 

dynamics?

Dynamics of change?

Dynamics of current

system?

Dynamics of emergent

system?
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Data

 Secondary studies; 

 Documents (e.g. plans, company strategies); 

 Total of 36 interviews of various actors in the field of energy and construction; 

(public authorities, big and small energy companies, construction companies, 

solution providers and users/dwellers); 

 Workshop material (2 workshops with experts, validation of interpretations and 

system dynamic model) 
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Dynamics of evolving building energy ecosystems:  

Current regime & ecosystems

 Policy: Highly regulated and industry-driven; 

 Markets & production: 

 In some respect oligopolistic (Fingrid, few big energy producers)

 On the other hand, over 70 regional electrical power network

operators & 120 energy producers)

 Users:

 Consumers dependent on power network operators, albeit they

can tender production; they are relatively passive end-users

 As a big user, industry is able to dominate energy solutions/supply

 Culture: Corporatistic policy culture with ”usual suspects” (big firms, 

public authorities)

 Technology & science: Technological ”mainstream”: Nuclear, water, 

coal; On the other hand, increasing capacity building in renewable

energy (especially biomass) & a lot of research on renewable energy

production and ”energy transition”

 Ecosystems: Current system is mostly a vertical ”value-chain”; there

are emerging embryos of energy related business innovation & 

business ecosystems connecting established regime actors & new firms

& technologies but still weak
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Dynamics of evolving building energy ecosystems: Drivers

of change?

 Policy: Sustainability targets, self-sustaining energy system, needs of industry, 

regulation & zoning requirements in building

 Markets & production: Cheap energy, even negative prices (e.g. Germany), 

share of solar and wind is increasing (expectation of 25% globally by 2040), 

challenge of on-time availability of energy: integration of production 

subsystems, technologies and services on smart grid platform; control of 

energy use & feed in the system by digital control systems integrated in houses

 Users: Expecatations of cheap energy, easy-to-use solutions, comfort & 

aesthetics; industry: cheap energy

 Culture: Increasing collaboration of various actors e.g. PPP & big firms-small

start ups; in the planning of houses still evolving

 Technology & science: Digitalization, developing systems and services for 

controlling & adjusting energy use; increasing efficiency of solar & wind power, 

developing storage technology & solutions, building technology (e.g. 0-energy) 

& smart houses, energy infrastructure adjustments (e.g. district heating pipes

for lower temperatures)
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 These

dimensions

create a 

complex system

with various

interactions and 

feedback loops

 Defines the

general 

dynamics which

makes possible

the emergence

of new energy

regime and 

ecosystems

 Indicates how

number of 

actions & actors

affect the

transition
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Regional case-example

 ”Well, are these smart solutions creating together something new? I mean, 

Finlad is full of energy related pilots and demos, and the question is that, are

these pilots and demos making it happen that Finland is movin’ to some new era

in terms of energy?” (Interviewee 1, Expert)

 A system-wide transition becomes possible through local pilots and 

attempts to create ”ecosystems” (as wider ”platforms” differing from

technology-related niches or ”dominant styles”) which restructure earlier actor

relationships and may consolidate socio-technical innovations

 Local systems are “testbeds” or pilots for new socio-technical innovations in 

construction-related energy solutions. 
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Regional case-example

 Hiedanranta area, in the city of Tampere, is an example of such a testbed.  It is is a former 

industrial area, planned to become a residential area for 25,000 inhabitants and 10 000 working 

places by 2040. Currently, Hiedanranta has been a living lab for novel green urban solutions, 

including renewable and decentralised energy solutions

 The planned local energy system will be formed around smart technical infrastructure (e.g. 

automated monitoring and control systems, data systems) in which infrastructure services (energy 

transfer and technology), production services (e.g. production of energy, maintenance services 

and network connections), and control services (e.g. demand response services, energy efficiency 

services, system coordination) are connected.

 All this has to be then embedded to the physical infrastructure of the area and be compatible 

with the building technique offered by construction companies 

 All this requires new solutions and adaptation of old ones in close collaboration with various 

actors from innovative start-ups to established energy companies, construction companies, city 

authorities, and local universities and research institutes
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Regional case-example

 This kind of  development needs an “orchestrator” or “owner” of the 

process, which has the preliminary vision, and which facilitates and supports 

the networking and development of the ecosystem in various project activities

 The City of Tampere has been a focal actor in in this case: (1) created the 

necessary new vision for renewable energy and smart grid solutions; (2) 

gathered together actors (e.g. citizens, public actors, energy and ICT companies 

and research institutes) to discuss about the realization of the vision, and (3) 

formed a platform for the development of new local energy related solutions 
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The structure of the future system: A grid of diverse local

ecosystems with centralized power networks and adjustment

control?
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in intelligent network
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Conclusions

 There is emerging new actor dependencies and dynamics in the field of building

energy systems in Finland

 Modelling indicates that the interaction between markets, producers of energy, 

new technologies, consumers, and regulation may accelerate development if the 

actions of actors reinforce each other (e.g. high energy price, together with 

supply of easy to use technology and supporting regulation increases the supply 

of renewable energy and prosumerism)

 Albeit these dynamics are still in their infancy, the systemic nature of 

relationships seem to drive development towards such actor constellations that

can be called ”ecosystems”

 These developments may take place especially on regional or local level as new

action models and technologies can be created and tested in more controlled

circumstances
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Conclusions

 The theoretical status of the ecosystem concept remains, however, unclear: It is 

a conceptual “short-hand”, rather than a robust theoretical concept that would 

add to e.g. previous notions of innovation systems and dynamics of change in 

technological systems. 

 It may provide a useful metaphor of describing new emerging constellations and 

dynamics among actors which are not yet institutionalized or otherwise 

stabilized on the system level. 


